Community Feedback incorporated:

- lighter touch - concrete removed, crushed granite path used
- natural stone seating
- entrance from east
- lighter touch medicine wheel, with turf inside
- native shoreline plantings
- location for future medicine garden
- locations for interpretive signage
- stamps in concrete path of animals, plants, Dakota language
- entrance stamp “Tanyan Yahi” - you are welcome here
- ornamental panels incorporate plants likely present at Heyata Otunwe
- story columns may contain visual art, written words, potential mixed media audio interviews
Partial draft of several public art elements for Bde Maka Ska Public Art Project - June, 2017

Welcome / Entrance Stamp: …v2, 60”x90” layout

Center Stamp - Diamond Flower:

Scene Stamp - 02_Flower: …v2
Scene Stamp - 07_Bear:

Center Stamp - Medicine Circles:

Scene Stamp - 03_Eagle:
Scene Stamp - 06_Wild_Rice: …v2

Center Stamp - Morning Star:

Scene Stamp - 04_Sage:
Scene Stamp - 09_Buffalo

Scene Stamp - 01_Fish: …v3
Scene Stamp - 08_Chokecherry: …v2
Scene Stamp - 10_Turtle:

Bde Maka Ska: Sidewalk Stamping – w/ version 2.0s, art, & orthography
Angela Two Stars
7/27/17

Ornamental panel sketch by Sandy Spieler